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Listening and Speaking

I. Tenali Raman is a very famous man. Even though his
stories are so old they always make people laugh. His
stories are shared between people of all ages. Listen to
the story your teacher will tell you.			
(4M)

II. Imagine you are one of the berry trees in the forest. Describe how you felt
when the children and birds came near you, how you felt when the strangers
came with their axes, and later, when the villagers saved you.

(4 M)

Reading

		 Answer the following questions.				

(4x1=4)

1. Who was Tenali Raman ?
2. Why did the king choose Raman for one of his ministers ?
3. Why did Tenali paint the picture black ?
4. Why did the king forgive Tenali ?
Writing

The children of the village love the berries from the berry tree. Different trees
give us different fruits. Which is your favourite fruit ? Write 5 sentences about
it. What do like about it ? Write its colour, describe the taste, and anything
else you like about it.					
(5M)
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Grammar

Rewrite the following sentences to make them negative.

(4x1=4)

1. Rumi is a tall boy.
		__________________________________________________________________
2. Lemons are yellow.
		__________________________________________________________________
3. My tea is hot.
		__________________________________________________________________
4. The cupboard is heavy.
		__________________________________________________________________
Vocabulary

Circle the word that means the same as the question.		
1. Angry		

-

lovely

shy

furious

2. Help		

-

eat

assist

happy

3. Happy		

-

cheerful

wish

wise

villa

country

street

4. House		 -

(4x1=4)

HHHH
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